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Summary

Flexible spending accounts (FSAs) are employer-established benefit plans that reimburse employees for specified expenses; they first began in the 1970s. Medical savings accounts (MSAs) are tax-advantaged individual savings accounts that can also be used for unreimbursed expenses; they became available under a demonstration that began in 1997. President Bush’s FY2004 budget proposed changes to FSAs and a permanent extension and substantial expansion of MSAs that are identical to President Bush’s FY2003 budget proposal.

FSAs and MSAs are similar in some respects but dissimilar in others. Both can be used for unreimbursed medical expenses, and contributions to both have tax advantages. However, FSA contributions are forfeited if not used by the end of the year, while MSA contributions may be carried over. More important, MSA contributions can be made only when account owners have high deductible health insurance, while contributions to FSAs can occur with any type of insurance. FSAs can also be used for child and dependent care expenses, provided a separate account is established for this purpose. Both FSAs and MSAs should be distinguished from health reimbursement accounts (HRAs), for which the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued guidance in June, 2002.

In 1999, more than one in five private-sector employees could establish an FSA. FSAs were more common for state and local government employees but less so for workers in small businesses. In establishments with fewer than 50 employees, 8% of workers had access, compared to 57% of workers in establishments with at least 2,500 employees. In July 2003, FSAs will be available to federal employees for the first time. Although there is little information on participation in FSAs, such information exists on MSAs: fewer than 100,000 MSAs were established through June 2002, far lower than the number authorized by statute. Low participation rates are one reason new legislation is being considered. These other points might be noted about health care FSAs and MSAs:

- FSAs are limited to employees and former employees, while MSAs are limited to the self-employed and employees covered by a high deductible insurance plan established by their small employer.
- IRS imposes no dollar limit on health care FSA contributions, but employers generally do. MSA contributions, which can be made when the account owner has qualifying high deductible insurance, are limited to a percentage of the deductible.
- Contributions to FSAs and MSAs are exempt from taxes, as are withdrawals used for deductible medical expenses.
- FSAs can be used only for unreimbursed medical expenses that would be deductible under the Internal Revenue Code, with some exceptions. MSAs may also be used for such expenses (also with some exceptions), though nonqualified withdrawals are also permitted. The latter withdrawals are taxable and generally subject to an additional penalty.
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Flexible Spending Accounts and Medical Savings Accounts: A Comparison

Introduction

Flexible spending accounts (FSAs) are employer-established benefit plans that reimburse employees for specified expenses as they are incurred. They arose in the 1970s as a way to provide employees with a flexible benefit at a time when the costs of health care were of growing concern. In contrast to traditional insurance plans, FSAs generally allow employees to vary benefit amounts in accordance with their anticipated health care needs.

Medical savings accounts (MSAs) are tax-advantaged individual savings accounts that can also be used for unreimbursed expenses. They too were proposed as a flexible arrangement for dealing with rising health care costs. A limited number of MSAs became available under a demonstration that began in 1997 and originally was to be closed to new accounts at the end of 2000. However, authority to establish new MSAs was extended through December 31, 2002, by legislation at the end of the 106th Congress (the Community Renewal Tax Relief Act of 2000, P.L. 106-554 (H.R. 5662, incorporated into H.R. 4577)). This legislation also formally renamed MSAs as Archer MSAs. Authority to establish new MSAs was extended once more, through December 31, 2003, by legislation signed into law in March 2002 (the Job Creation and Worker Assistance Act of 2002, P.L. 107-147 (H.R. 3090)).

FSAs and MSAs are similar in some respects but dissimilar in others. Both can be used for unreimbursed medical expenses, and contributions to both have tax advantages. However, FSA contributions are forfeited if not used by the end of the year, while MSA contributions may be carried over. More important, MSA contributions can be made only when account owners have high deductible insurance, while contributions to FSAs can occur with any type of insurance. High deductible insurance may be most attractive to people who are young and healthy, resulting in risk pooling imbalances.

This report compares FSAs and MSAs. It begins by describing FSAs, the basis for their tax treatment, and data on their use. It then describes the MSA demonstration authorized by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), the basis for their tax treatment, and data on their use. The report continues by making comparisons of FSAs and MSAs with respect to these points:

- eligibility,
- contributions,
- qualified withdrawals,
- nonqualified withdrawals, and
- carryover of unused funds.
Both FSAs and MSAs should be distinguished from health reimbursement accounts (HRAs) for which the IRS issued guidance in June, 2002. HRAs are established by employers for employee unreimbursed medical expenses. They must be funded solely by employers (and not through salary reduction agreements); while unused balances can be carried forward to following years, they cannot be given to employees when they terminate employment. HRA disbursements are not taxable.

The report concludes with a brief discussion of President Bush’s FY2004 budget proposal and the health savings accounts (HSAs) and health savings security accounts (HSSAs) that were included in H.R. 1, the House-passed Medicare prescription drug bill.

**Flexible Spending Accounts**

FSAs are employer-established benefit plans that reimburse employees for specified expenses as they are incurred. They usually are funded through salary reduction arrangements under which employees receive less take-home pay in exchange for contributions to their accounts. Employees each year choose how much to put in their accounts, which they may use for dependent care or for medical and dental expenses other than insurance. However, there must be separate accounts for these two purposes, and amounts unused at the end of the year must be forfeited to the employer. If FSAs meet these and other rules, contributions are not subject to either income or employment taxes.

To illustrate the tax savings, consider a health care FSA funded for an employee through a salary reduction arrangement. Before the start of the year, the employee elects to reduce his salary by $75 a month in exchange for contributions of that amount to the FSA. Other employees might choose to contribute more or less than $75. Throughout the year, as the employee incurs medical and dental expenses not covered by insurance or other payments, he may use funds in the account to pay them. His total draw, which must be available at the start of the year, is limited to $900 (the sum of his monthly contributions for the year); if all $900 is used the first 9 months, he generally cannot replenish the account until the next year; while if $100 or so remains unspent after 12 months, it is forfeited to the employer. If the FSA were funded by the employer, as sometimes is the case, the employee’s draw must similarly be available at the start of the year. It is possible for FSAs to be funded both by salary reductions and employer contributions.

If the employee were in the 30% tax bracket, the federal income tax savings from the $900 salary reduction used to fund the account would be $270 (i.e., $900 x .30); in addition, the employee could save $69 in social security and Medicare taxes (i.e., $900 x .0765). There could be state income tax savings as well. If the employee were in the 15% tax bracket, the federal income tax savings would be

---

1 Revenue Ruling 2002-41 and Notice 2002-45.

2 If the employee’s earnings exceeded the social security wage base ($87,000 in 2003), the only savings would be $13 from Medicare taxes (i.e., $900 x .0145). Reductions in social security taxes due to FSA salary reductions could affect the social security benefits that the worker later receives.
The breakeven point for an employee in the 30% bracket who contributes $900 would generally be $561 (i.e., $900 minus income tax savings of $270 and employment tax savings of $69). The employee comes out ahead if unreimbursed expenses exceed that amount, assuming they would have been incurred in the absence of the FSA. If expenses would not have been incurred except for the FSA, then the breakeven point generally would be higher since the employee presumably values the obtained services at less than the market price.

In addition, cafeteria plans may include some taxable benefits; like cash, these are taxable if the employee selects them.

The employer would also save $69 in employment taxes from the $900 salary reduction. Employers often use these savings to help pay the expenses of administering an FSA.

Tax savings can exceed losses due to forfeiture of a remaining balance at the end of the year; thus, not all of an account must be used for employees to come out ahead financially. Since tax savings are greater in the higher tax brackets, higher income employees may be less concerned about forfeitures (assuming they recognize they could still be better off) than lower income employees.

The tax savings associated with a health care FSA are not unlike those for traditional comprehensive health insurance, which also allows employer payments to be excluded from the income and employment taxes of the employees as well as from the employment taxes of the employer.

In September 2002, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) announced that federal employees will be able to enroll in health care and child-care FSAs beginning in mid-2003.

### Basis for Tax Treatment

FSAs are one way that employment benefits can be varied to meet the needs of individual employees without loss of favorable tax treatment. Flexible benefit arrangements generally qualify for tax advantages as “cafeteria plans,” under which employees choose between cash (typically take-home pay) and certain nontaxable benefits (typically reimbursements for health care or dependent care expenses) without paying taxes if they select the benefits. The general rule is that when taxpayers have an option of receiving cash or nontaxable benefits they are taxed even if they select the benefits; they are deemed to be in constructive receipt of the cash since it is made available to them. Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code provides an express exception to this rule when certain nontaxable benefits are chosen under a cafeteria plan.

FSAs and cafeteria plans are closely related, but not all cafeteria plans have FSAs and not all FSAs are part of cafeteria plans. FSAs are considered part of a cafeteria plan when they are funded through voluntary salary reductions; this exempts the employee’s choice between cash (the salary subject to reduction) and

---

3 The breakeven point for an employee in the 30% bracket who contributes $900 would generally be $561 (i.e., $900 minus income tax savings of $270 and employment tax savings of $69). The employee comes out ahead if unreimbursed expenses exceed that amount, assuming they would have been incurred in the absence of the FSA. If expenses would not have been incurred except for the FSA, then the breakeven point generally would be higher since the employee presumably values the obtained services at less than the market price.

4 In addition, cafeteria plans may include some taxable benefits; like cash, these are taxable if the employee selects them.
normally nontaxable benefits (such as health care) from the constructive receipt rule and permits the latter to be received free of tax.⁵ Thus, instead of receiving a full salary (for example, $30,000), the employee can receive a reduced salary of $29,100 with a $900 FSA contribution and will need to treat only $29,100 as taxable income.

However, if FSAs are funded by nonelective employer contributions then their tax treatment is not governed by the cafeteria plan provisions in Section 125; in this situation, the employee does not have a choice between receiving cash and a normally nontaxable benefit. Instead, the benefits are nontaxable since they are directly excludable under some other provision of the Code. For example, nonelective employer-funded FSAs for dependent care are tax-exempt under Section 129, while nonelective employer-funded FSAs for health care are tax-exempt under Sections 105 and 106.

Particular rules governing the tax treatment of FSAs are not spelled out in the Internal Revenue Code;⁶ rather, they were included in proposed regulations that the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued for cafeteria plans in 1984 and 1989.⁷ Final rules regarding circumstances in which employers may allow employees to change elections during a plan year were issued in March 2000 and January 2001.⁸ To be exempt from the constructive receipt rule, participants must not have cash or taxable benefits become “currently available”; they must elect specific benefits before the start of the plan year and be unable to change these elections except under specified circumstances. With respect to health care FSAs:

- the maximum amount of reimbursement (reduced by any benefits paid for covered expenses) must be available throughout the coverage period;

---


⁶ For many years, the Code had no explicit reference to FSAs. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (P.L. 104-191) added a definition in subsection 106(c)(2) when it disallowed coverage of long-term care services through such accounts.

⁷ 49 Federal Register (FR) 19321 (May 7, 1984), 49 FR 50733 (Dec. 31, 1984), and 54 FR 9460 (Mar. 7, 1989). The proposed regulations have not been finalized, but they remain the position of the IRS. The rules cover both FSAs funded by salary reductions and FSAs funded by nonelective employer contributions. One general requirement for FSAs is that the maximum annual reimbursement must be limited to less than 500% of any premium for the participant’s coverage (including both employer-paid and employee-paid portions of the premium); this would distinguish FSAs from health insurance generally.

⁸ 65 *Federal Register* 15548 (March 23, 2000) and 66 *Federal Register* 1837 (January 10, 2001). The rules apply to cafeteria plans generally, not just FSAs. The rules allow mid-year election changes for changes in status (marital status, number of dependents, employment status, place of residence) and significant changes in cost or coverage; however, mid-year election changes for health care FSAs are not allowed for cost or coverage changes since the plans must exhibit the risk-shifting and risk-distributions characteristics of insurance. These rules only permit employers to allow mid-year changes, they do not require them.
• coverage periods generally must be 12 months (to prevent employees from contributing just when they anticipate having expenses);
• reimbursements must be only for medical expenses allowable as deductions under Section 213 of the Code;
• claims must be substantiated by an independent third party;
• expenses must be incurred during the period of coverage;
• after year-end forfeitures, any “experience gains” (the excess of total plan contributions and earnings over total reimbursements and other costs) may at the employer’s discretion be returned to participants or used to reduce future contributions, provided individual refunds are not based on participants’ claims; and,
• health care FSAs must exhibit the risk-shifting and risk-distribution characteristics of insurance.

The effect of the IRS rules is to allow only forfeitable FSAs under which employees lose whatever they do not spend each year. The rules disallow three other types of FSAs that had started to spread before 1984: benefit banks, which refunded unused balances as taxable compensation at the end of each year; ZEBRAs, or zero-based reimbursement accounts, under which reimbursements were subtracted from salaries each month (thus reducing taxable compensation at the time it was paid); and ultimate ZEBRAs, under which salaries already paid were recharacterized at the end of the year into reimbursements and taxable compensation. Neither ZEBRAs nor ultimate ZEBRAs had accounts that were funded, and they were criticized as abusive arrangements.

The IRS rules lay out what is permissible with respect to FSA plans, but employers may add their own requirements. For example, the IRS does not limit the amount that an employee can be reimbursed through a health care FSA, but employers may establish their own ceiling. Similarly, employers may exclude certain elective expenses from their plans, or they might require employees who terminate employment to continue to participate until the end of the plan year.

One justification for the tax advantages of FSAs is that they might be equivalent to the tax savings associated with comprehensive insurance plans having negligible deductibles and copayments; from this perspective, they seem equitable. On the other hand, similar tax savings are not available to individuals who can only claim an itemized deduction for unreimbursed expenses that exceed 7½% of their adjusted gross income.

---

9 Thus an employer might refund the same dollar amount to every participant, even though some used all their benefits while others forfeited unused amounts.
10 54 FR 9460, Q and A 7. Some of the seven requirements listed in the text had been issued in 1984.
11 A $5,000 limit applies to dependent care FSAs. The latter are governed by section 129, which includes that limit.


Data on Use

Few surveys ask about FSAs, and those that do obtain only limited information on FSAs. Although surveys yield similar findings about the availability of FSAs, little is known about the number and characteristics of workers who participate.

FSAs are more common in larger firms. The 1999 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey found that FSAs were offered in 37% of large-firm establishments (50 or more workers) but in only 3% of small-firm establishments.12

Nearly 22% of private-sector workers (23 million) had access to an FSA — that is, their employer offered an FSA and the worker was eligible to enroll — according to the 1999 Department of Labor National Compensation Survey. As expected, as establishment size increases, so does the likelihood that these workers have access to an FSA. In small establishments, 8% of workers had access, compared to 57% of workers in establishments with at least 2,500 employees. Among full-time workers, 26% had access to an FSA, compared to 11% of part-time workers.13

Workers in state and local governments are more likely to have access to an FSA than their private-sector counterparts. A 1998 Department of Labor survey of full-time employees in state and local governments found that 47% (6.7 million) had access to an FSA, more than twice the rate of private-sector workers. Access to an FSA also varied between the state and local levels. In local governments, less than a third of full-time workers had access to an FSA, while at the state level 70% of full-time workers had access.14

According to one 2001 survey, there is not substantial enrollment in FSAs offered by private-sector firms. For example, in nearly four out of five medium and large employers that offered a health care FSA, 30% or fewer employees enrolled in it. In nearly two out of three medium and large employers that offered a dependent

---

12 CRS calculations were made from a MEPS-Insurance Component table provided by statisticians at the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. The percentages pertain to establishments that provided information regarding the fringe benefits they offer.

13 U.S. Department of Labor. Employee Benefits in Private Industry, 1999. Washington, December 19, 2001, Table 4 [http://www.bls.gov/ncs/ebs/sp/ebnr0006.pdf]. This survey provides the number of stand-alone FSAs, which it calls “reimbursement plans.” In addition, the survey estimates the number of cafeteria plans (“flexible benefit plans”), most of which are likely to include FSAs. In this memorandum, the percentage of workers with access to an FSA is estimated as the sum of the percentage of those with access to a reimbursement plan and the percentage of those with access to a flexible benefit plan. As a result, these numbers may slightly overstate the percentage of workers with access to an FSA.

14 U.S. Department of Labor. Employee Benefits in State and Local Governments, 1998. Washington, December 2000, Tables 3 and 130. Also for this survey, CRS calculated the likely percentage of employees who had access to an FSA by combining the estimates for flexible benefit plans and reimbursement plans.
care FSA, 5% or fewer employees enrolled in it. Reasons for low FSA participation may include employer restrictions (enrollment waiting periods for new workers or exclusion of part-time workers, for example), employee perceptions of complexity, concerns about end-of-year forfeitures, and limited employer encouragement. For lower income employees, the tax savings may not be sufficient incentive to participate. Dependent care FSAs would likely be of interest only to workers with young children.

The modest participation levels suggest that concerns about the extent to which FSAs would reduce tax revenue may have been exaggerated. In 1985, a congressionally mandated study concluded that forfeitable FSAs would increase health expenditures by approximately 4% and 6%, depending on an employee’s health plan, and that revenue loss would be $7 billion (in 1983 dollars). However, the study assumed that all employees with employment-based health insurance would eventually have FSAs. Moreover, the revenue estimate did not reflect any reduction in health care use from additional cost-sharing requirements that employers sometimes impose when implementing FSAs. These reductions would partially offset increases in health care use due to funding FSAs with pre-tax dollars.

Medical Savings Accounts

MSAs are personal savings accounts for unreimbursed medical expenses. They are used to pay for health care not covered by insurance, including deductibles and copayments. Currently, a limited number of MSAs may be established by taxpayers who have qualifying high deductible insurance (and no other health insurance, with some exceptions) and who either are self-employed or are employees covered by the high deductible plan established by their small employer. (For additional details on MSA requirements, see the direct comparisons of FSAs and MSAs in the next section of this report.)

Employer contributions to MSAs are not subject to either income or employment taxes, while contributions made by individuals (allowed only if the employer does not contribute) are deductible in determining adjusted gross income. MSAs are held in trust by insurance companies, banks, and other financial

---


16 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. A Study of Cafeteria and Flexible Spending Accounts. July 1985. p. 18 and 20. The study was mandated by Section 531(b)(6) of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (P.L. 98-369). The three prototype health plans on which the study was based had deductibles of $0/$0, $150/$300 and $150/$300 for individuals and families, respectively; 15% coinsurance; and cost-sharing maximums of $150/$300, $500/$1,000, and no limit.


18 This deduction is not limited to taxpayers who itemize their deductions.
institutions, and whatever earnings they have are exempt from taxes. Withdrawals are not taxed if they are for medical expenses unreimbursed by insurance or otherwise, while other distributions, being non-qualified, are included in gross income and subject with some exceptions to an additional 15% penalty.

If the taxpayer (the account owner) were in the 30% tax bracket, the tax savings from an employer’s $900 MSA contribution would be the same as described earlier for a $900 FSA contribution: $270 in income taxes and $69 in social security and Medicare taxes (with the employer also saving the latter). Income tax savings would be larger for taxpayers in higher tax brackets and smaller for those in the lower 15% bracket. There could be state income tax savings as well. For individuals making their own contributions, tax savings would be limited to income tax reductions.

For MSAs, the tax exemption for account earnings results in additional tax savings. For given earnings, the savings are larger for taxpayers in higher tax brackets and smaller for those in lower brackets.

The 15% penalty on non-qualified withdrawals reduces the incentive to use MSAs simply as a tax-advantaged accounts for deferring consumption. However, the economic value of tax benefits can soon exceed the cost of the penalty, particularly for individuals in higher tax brackets.19

**Basis for Tax Treatment**

Health care usually is considered a personal expense for which deductions are disallowed under the Internal Revenue Code, barring express exceptions.20 One longstanding exception permits an itemized deduction for health insurance and unreimbursed medical expenses to the extent they exceed what is considered a catastrophic level (under current law, now 7½% of adjusted gross income). Other established exceptions provide an exclusion for employer contributions toward employer-provided accident and health insurance (which provides the basis for FSAs) and for benefits received under a health plan.

On the basis of these provisions, MSAs would not qualify for tax advantages.21 However, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 (P.L. 104-191) established a limited demonstration program for MSAs that has the tax advantages outlined above. One justification for the MSA tax advantages is that account owners, in electing high deductible insurance, are assuming financial risk that otherwise would have been borne by the insurance company; from this

---

19 In cases of non-qualified distributions, the economic value of the tax savings comes largely from the deferral of income taxes on the contribution. For taxpayers in the 30% bracket, the tax savings exceed the value of the future tax liability and the 15% penalty in about 7 years, assuming a discount rate of 6%. Taking into consideration the exemption for account earnings and the exclusion for employment taxes would shorten the time period.

20 Section 262(a) reads as follows: “General Rule — Except as otherwise expressly provided in this chapter, no deduction shall be allowed for personal, living, or family expenses.”

21 Prior to the enactment of HIPAA, some employers established MSAs without tax advantages; neither employer contributions nor account earnings were exempt from taxes.
22 While the tax savings are greater for taxpayers in higher tax brackets, this is also the case for comprehensive insurance with low deductibles. Another justification may be that health care costs might grow less rapidly if insurance and its associated tax benefits were restricted to high deductible plans. On the other hand, some families might not seek medical care when it would be helpful if their MSA balance were low. The principal controversy is whether the high deductible insurance associated with MSAs makes them most attractive to people who are young and healthy. To the extent this is the case, MSAs may result in risk pool imbalances with the young and healthy paying lower premiums for high deductible plans and older, less-healthy people paying higher rates for traditional low deductible plans.

Due to these issues, the HIPAA demonstration that Congress enacted in 1996 limited MSAs in a number of ways. In addition to eligibility restrictions, there was a statutory limit on the number of participants (eventually, 750,000 taxpayers with some exceptions) and when new MSAs can be established (generally not after December 31, 2000). Once eligibility was restricted under these tests, MSAs generally would be available only to individuals who either were active participants (had contributions to their accounts) prior to the cut-off date or became active participants through a participating employer. HIPAA also included limits on the allowable insurance deductible, maximum out-of-pocket payment for covered benefits, and account contributions, as described below. The Community Renewal Tax Relief Act of 2000 (included in P.L. 106-554) extended the December 31, 2000, deadline by 2 years, to December 31, 2002. The authority to establish new MSAs was extended once more, through December 31, 2003, by legislation signed into law in March 2002 (the Job Creation and Worker Assistance Act of 2002, P.L. 107-147).

Data on Use

In October, 2002, the IRS estimated that there would be 78,913 MSA returns filed for tax year 2001; it also determined that 20,592 taxpayers who did not make contributions in 2001 established accounts in the first 6 months of 2002. These numbers are far less than the 750,000 statutory ceiling. (Not all MSAs are counted toward the ceiling; for example, accounts of taxpayers who previously were uninsured are not taken into consideration.)

The slow growth of MSAs can be attributed to many factors, including consumer unfamiliarity and risk aversion, the reluctance of insurance agents to sell lower-price policies, and statutory requirements that limit product flexibility and innovation. The scheduled termination of the demonstration may have discouraged insurers from developing and marketing MSA plans.

---

22 While the tax savings are greater for taxpayers in higher tax brackets, this is also the case for comprehensive insurance with low deductibles.

23 For an earlier discussion of some of these issues, see CRS Report 96-409, Medical Savings Accounts: Background Issues, by Bob Lyke

24 IRS Announcement 2002-90. In determining whether the statutory ceiling has been reached, all accounts established by an individual are added together and married individuals opening separate accounts are treated as having one account.
Direct Comparison of FSAs and MSAs

This section compares health care FSAs and MSAs with respect to a number of points. Its focus is general similarities and differences; not all rules are mentioned.

Eligibility

Eligibility for FSAs is limited to employees whose employers offer plans; people who are self-employed or unemployed generally cannot participate. However, former employees can be eligible provided the plan is not established predominantly for their benefit. Employers may set additional conditions for eligibility.

In contrast, eligibility to establish MSAs is limited to people who have qualifying high deductible insurance (and no other health insurance, with some exceptions) and who either are self-employed or are employees covered by the high deductible plan established by their small employer. (A small employer is defined as having on average 50 or fewer employees during either of the two preceding calendar years.)

People may keep MSAs once they no longer have qualifying high deductible insurance, though they cannot make further contributions. For 2003, qualifying high deductible insurance must have a deductible for self-only coverage that is not less than $1,700 nor more than $2,500 and a ceiling on annual out-of-pocket expenses for covered benefits that does not exceed $3,350. For family coverage, the deductible must not be less than $3,350 nor more than $5,050, and the ceiling on out-of-pocket expenses must not exceed $6,150. Medicare is considered another form of insurance; thus, when people turn 65 they no longer can start or contribute to an MSA.

Both FSAs and MSAs allow coverage of a spouse and dependents.

FSAs do not have to be linked with any particular type of insurance, though it is said some employers establish FSAs in order to win employee acceptance of greater cost-sharing.

---

25 49 FR 19321, Q and A 4.
26 Once having met this test and made contributions, it can continue to be treated as a small employer provided it does not employ on average more than 200 persons a year.
27 Other insurance that is allowed includes coverage for accidents, disability, dental care, vision care, long-term care, workers’ compensation, and insurance for specific diseases or illnesses or that pays a fixed amount per day or per hospitalization. The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (P.L. 105-33) authorized a limited number of Medicare MSAs (called Medicare+Choice MSAs) under a demonstration beginning in 1999. So far, no health plan has offered a Medicare MSA. The MSA provisions in this report do not apply to Medicare MSAs.
Contributions

FSA contributions may be made by employers (through nonelective payments), employees (through salary reduction plans), or both. MSA contributions may be made by employers or by employees, but not by both. MSA contributions may not be made through a cafeteria plan. MSA contributions may be made only when the account owner has qualifying high deductible insurance (as defined above) and no other health insurance.

FSA contributions occur during the plan year (which is usually a calendar year), while MSA contributions may be made until the due date (without regard to extensions) for the taxpayer’s return. Since most FSAs are funded through salary reductions, contributions typically occur pro-rata throughout the year. The pattern for MSA contributions is not known.

The IRS imposes no specific dollar limit on FSA contributions, though plans typically have a dollar or percentage maximum for elective contributions made through salary reductions. Employers set limits to reduce losses on accounts of employees who quit or die when their withdrawals (which might total the year’s allowable draw) exceed their contributions from salary reductions.

Annual MSA contributions are limited to 65% of the insurance deductible in the case of a self-only policy and 75% of the insurance deductible in the case of a family policy. For employees, contributions cannot exceed compensation from the employer; for the self-employed, they cannot exceed net earnings from the trade or business with respect to which the high deductible health plan is established. Contributions that exceed any of these limits are subject to an excise tax.

Employers must make comparable MSA contributions for all participating employees who have comparable coverage. Either the same amount must be contributed for each employee or the same percentage of the deductible must be. Separate calculations are allowed for part-time employees.

Qualifying Expenses

Under IRS guidelines, health care FSAs can be used for any unreimbursed (and unreimbursable) medical expense that is deductible under Section 213 of the Internal Revenue Code, with several important exceptions.28 One exception disallows their use for long-term care; another disallows their use for other health insurance coverage, including premiums for any employer plan. Employers may add their own limitations.

The restriction against paying health insurance premiums can be circumvented if the employer offers a separate premium conversion plan. This arrangement allows employees to pay their premiums through what are deemed to be pre-tax salary reductions. For example, if employees pay $600 a year for health insurance (with

---

28 Allowable expenses are discussed in an IRS publication number 502, Medical and Dental Expenses, which is available at [http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/forms_pubs/pubs.html].
their employer paying the balance), their payment can be considered to be made
directly by their employer (and so exempt from income and employment taxes)
instead of included in their wages (and so taxable). The federal government
implemented a premium conversion plan in October 2000.

MSAs can also be used for unreimbursed medical expenses that are deductible
under Section 213, but generally not health insurance. The latter restriction does not
apply to qualified long-term care insurance, continuation coverage required under
federal law (such as COBRA), and health insurance when the individual receives
unemployment compensation.

Nonqualified Withdrawals

FSA funds may be used only for qualifying expenses, as defined above; they
cannot be withdrawn for other purposes. To ensure compliance, reimbursement
claims must be accompanied by a written statement from an independent third party
(e.g., a receipt from a health care provider).

MSA funds may be withdrawn for nonqualified uses, subject to two restrictions.
First, the sum must be included in the taxpayer’s gross income; second, a 15%
penalty would be added except in cases of disability, death, or attaining age 65.

Carryover of Unused Funds

FSA balances unused at the end of the year are forfeited to the employer; they
cannot be carried over. However, since employees can control how much is
contributed to FSAs through salary reduction plans, in effect they can “carry over”
amounts they do not anticipate using by not putting them in the account in the first
place.

MSA funds may be carried over indefinitely. Upon death, an MSA may be
passed on to a surviving spouse without federal tax liability; otherwise, it is included
in the gross income of the beneficiary or of the decedent on the latter’s final return.
MSA balances are taken into account for determining whether there is any estate tax
liability.

Current Legislation

President Bush’s FY2004 budget would allow up to $500 in unused balances
in health care FSAs to be carried over to the following year without being taxed, to
be distributed to participants (in which case they would be taxed), or to be rolled over
into certain qualified deferred compensation plans (section 401(k), 403(b), and
457(b) plans).

The budget also includes a permanent extension and expansion of MSAs. It
would:

- repeal limits on the number of accounts;
• make active accounts generally available to anyone with qualifying high deductible insurance (thus repealing restrictions limiting them to employees of small employers and self-employed individuals);
• allow contributions up to the amount of the insurance deductible (thus deleting the 65% and 75% ceilings);
• allow contributions to be made both by employers and account owners;
• lower minimum insurance deductibles from $1,700 to $1,000 for single coverage and from $3,350 to $2,000 for family coverage;
• allow plans to be offered through cafeteria plans; and
• allow plans to provide up to $100 of allowable preventive services per individual each year without counting against the deductible.

These proposals regarding FSAs and MSAs are identical to those contained in President Bush’s FY2003 budget. The FY2002 proposal was identical except that it did not include the provision that would allow MSA plans to provide up to $100 of allowable preventive services per individual each year without the person first having to meet the deductible and without that amount counting toward the deductible.

The Medicare prescription drug bill that the House passed on June 27, 2003, includes two new tax-advantaged accounts for health care expenses, health savings accounts (HSAs) and health savings security accounts (HSSAs). It would also allow up to $500 of unused FSA balances to be carried over or transferred to a qualified retirement plan, deferred compensation plan, an HSA, or an HSSA (subject to plan limits).

The HSAs in H.R. 1 might be considered an expanded replacement for current MSAs. Like those accounts, HSAs could be established and contributions made only when the account owners have high deductible insurance and no other coverage, with some exceptions. However, the legislation would allow deductibles lower than those under MSAs and would permit contributions up to the full deductible amount. Eligibility would no longer be restricted to people who are self-employed or work for small employers, and contributions could be made both by employers and account owners. Similar rules would apply to withdrawals for medical expenses and nonqualified distributions.

HSSAs could be more widespread than HSAs. Under H.R. 1, HSSAs could be established and contributions made by account owners who are uninsured or who have a minimum deductible health plan. They could make a tax-deductible contribution of up to $2,000 each year if they have self-only coverage or are uninsured with no dependents, and up to $4,000 each year if they have family coverage or are uninsured with dependents and file a joint return. Larger contributions could be made by owners age 55 and over. Contributions would be

29 The estimated revenue loss for HSSAs is $163.4 billion for fiscal years 2004 through 2013, while the estimated revenue loss estimated for HSAs for the same period is $5.7 billion. Joint Committee on Taxation, JCX-65-03, June 26, 2003.
reduced and then eliminated for higher income owners. Rules similar to MSAs would apply to withdrawals for medical expenses and nonqualified distributions.

For more information about HSAs and HSSAs and how they would differ from FSAs, MSAs, and health reimbursement accounts (HRAs), see CRS Report RS21573, Tax-Advantaged Accounts for Health Care Expenses: Side-by-Side Comparison, by Bob Lyke and Chris L. Peterson.

**Conclusion**

FSAs and MSAs are alike in some respects and different in others. Some people might consider them essentially substitutes for one another, notwithstanding differences in eligibility, contributions, and use, while others would emphasize their dissimilarity.

One key difference is the requirement that MSA contributions occur only when account owners have high deductible insurance. Since high deductible insurance may be most attractive to people who are young and healthy (that is, people who do not anticipate needing much health care), this insurance might become relatively inexpensive while the cost of other insurance, held primarily by people who are older or less healthy, would be pushed upward. MSA opponents argue that this risk pool imbalance will inevitably occur and that the cost differences are likely to be significant. In contrast, MSA proponents argue that MSAs can be attractive to many people, including people with health problems who want free choice of doctors, and that whatever cost differences occur will be minor.

A second key difference is that MSA balances can be rolled over indefinitely in tax-advantaged savings accounts. Opponents argue this feature gives people with the means to save an unwarranted tax shelter, while proponents argue that it encourages people to set aside funds for future medical and long-term care expenses.

The MSA demonstration established by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 is unlikely to resolve these issues, even with the recent two-year extension. The MSAs it allows are so restricted, and the number of people who likely will have them is so small, that it will be difficult to generalize from whatever information becomes available.

Both FSAs and MSAs can provide tax savings for the first dollars of health care expenditures that people have each year. In contrast, taxpayers normally are allowed to deduct medical expenses only to the extent they exceed 7½% of adjusted gross income, and then only if the taxpayer itemizes deductions. The more favorable treatment for FSAs and MSAs might be justified since participants in both cases generally assume additional financial risk for their health care. Some might question, however, whether the savings are proportional to the risk and whether they are equitable among people of similar incomes. This issue might be considered as Congress continues to review the tax treatment of health insurance and health care expenses.